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Who says 
corporate gifts 
can’t be fun?
Show your appreciation to employees & 
clients through a unique gifting experience with 
thoughtfully curated diy kits that ignite creativity & 
promote well-being. Each Makesy diy kit comes 
packed with all the necessities including easy-
to-follow instructions to create a luxury candle, 
beauty, or home product. 

•step 1. pick your kits

•step 2. complete our address form. 

•step 3. submit your order!



diy kit 
options.
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vanilla dreams 
diy candle kit.

Makes 1 $54.95
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date night 
diy candle kit.

$54.95
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serene suds 
diy soap kit.

$65.95
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luxe deep hydration 
body cream diy kit.

$49.95
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confetti cake diy 
bath bomb kit.

$49.95
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volumizing diy shampoo 
and conditioner kit.

$55.95
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lavender love diy 
bubble bath kit.

$38.95
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coco creme 
lip balm diy kit.

$28.95
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sleepy lavender diy 
body & pillow spray kit.

$48.95
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homey holiday diy 
candle & di�user kit.

Makes 2 $69.95
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winter spruce diy 
candle kit.

$54.95
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sugarplum seduction diy 
candle & room spray kit.

$69.95
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cozy celebration diy 
candle kit.

Makes 2 $49.95
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custom 
gift notes 
& inserts.

Show your appreciation with a thoughtful message.
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send us your 
own insert.
Write and design your own message card, ship 
it to us, and we’ll include your inserts in each gift 
($2 per card).

Minimum of 50 kits.

let us make an 
insert for you.
We’ll create and print a custom insert (approved 
by you of course) to include with each gift, 
complete with your personalized message and 
brand logo ($3 per card). 

Minimum of 100 kits.
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orders & payment.
the nitty gritty details.

The corporate gifting minimum order is 20 
kits. Orders over $5,000 will be given a 
15% discount. If you know you have multiple 
events ahead of time, order all at once to take 
advantage and save some cash.

For any orders that do not meet the minimum gift 
requirement, please place your order directly 
through our website. An invoice will be sent via 
email once the order is submitted and finalized. 
Payment can be processed with a credit card 
through our website and is due upon receipt of 
invoice. Once payment has been received, 
your order will be confirmed and our magical 
makesy warehouse will begin assembling your 
gifting order.

shipping

We can deliver diy kits to multiple addresses 
within the US at a $10 flat rate shipping per 
package for all standard orders. Standard orders 
will ship 1-2 weeks after payment is received. 
Woo hoo, now your gifts are on their way to 
make someone’s day!
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gift the making 
experience.
Reach out to our gifting expert, Cindi Cohn 
at cindi@makesy.com with any questions you 
might have. If there’s anyone that has all the 
answers, it’s her!

We’re here to help spread love & appreciation. 
Tell us about your idea & we’ll make it happen.




